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GUIDE TO THE ITALIAN APPLICATION OF THE

WEEE DIRECTIVE AND "OPEN SCOPE" FOR

VENTILATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING PRODUCTS 

AND SYSTEMS

1 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/IT/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32012L0019

1. Foreword

Assoclima is the Italian association of 
manufacturers of air-conditioning, ven-
tilation, air handling and filtration sys-
tems, a member of ANIMA (the Italian 
National Federation of Mechanical and 
Related Industries), one of the main na-
tional federations part of the Confedera-
tion of Italian Industry. 

Assoclima, established in 1964 as Co.Aer, 
is now a prominent and representative 
association: it comprises more than 60 
companies in the sector with 7200 op-
erators and an overall turnover of over 
1.5 million euros, with exports account-
ing for 64% of it.

Also at a European level, Assoclima 
stands out for its presence and active 
role as part of three key industrial com-
mittees:
• EUROVENT: Europe’s Industry Associa-
tion for Indoor Climate (HVAC), Process 
Cooling, and Food Cold Chain Technolo-
gies, 
• EHPA - Europe’s Industry Association
for Heat Pump Technologies, 
• APPLiA Europe - Europe’s Industry As-
sociation for home appliances. 

Assoclima is the representative of an in-
dustrial sector comprising national and 
international excellence that over the 
years has become fully aware of the fact 
of playing a key strategic role on the na-
tional and European scene in terms of 
energy efficiency and the diffusion of 
renewable energy sources. This is why 
Assoclima companies are increasingly 
committed to and engaged in developing 
and defining energetically efficient and 
sustainable technologies, considering 
the issue of reducing the environmen-
tal impact of its products at the end of 
their service life as one of the essential 
aspects of their redesign.

Also by taking into consideration the 
principle of extending the scope of Di-
rective 2012/19/EU waste electrical and 
electronic equipment (WEEE)1 and the 
relative Italian implementation decree 
that came into effect on 15 August 2018, 
the whole air-conditioning industry – in 
the past only involved in part in national 
WEEE obligations and only for some spe-
cific products – is prepared to contrib-
ute to the management of electrical and 
electronic waste from its equipment in 
order to fund its recovery and disposal, 
as required by national legislation. 

Namely, with reference to It. Legisla-
tive Decree no. 49 of 14 March 2014 
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to implement Directive 2012/19/EU2 
and the directions provided by the Eu-
ropean Commission in the WEEE2 FAQ 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/
weee/pdf/faq.pdf and the RoHS2 FAQ 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/
rohs_eee/pdf/faq.pdf, with this docu-
ment Assoclima intends to provide some 
practical support elements for both the 
manufacturers and economic opera-
tors involved, and national authorities 
for a consistent and even application 
of WEEE regulations to ventilation and 
air-conditioning products placed on the 
market since 15 August 2018. It must be 
specified that the interpretations offered 
of the European regulation, whilst be-
ing processed and shared by Assoclima, 
taking the above official sources as a 
reference, along with the guidelines set 
out by the Association of national Reg-
isters of the producers of some European 
countries EWRN (European WEEE Regis-
ters Network)3, are not legally binding. 

Therefore, there are objective conditions 
why the inclusion or exclusion of a prod-
uct or its classification as WEEE from 
private households or WEEE from users 
other than private households must be 
assessed on a case-by-case basis, if nec-
essary with the support of specialists and 
must evolve based on additional clarifi-
cations from official sources, including 
national ones.  

2. Introduction

Since 15 August 2018 a number of new 
types of electrical and electronic equip-
ment (EEE) from the world of ventila-

tion and air-conditioning fall within the 
scope of Directive 2012/19/EU and of It. 
Leg. Decree 49/2014. As of 14 August 
2018, the end of the transitional period, 
the provisions designed to prevent the 
formation of EEE waste and ensure the 
organisation and funding of separate 
waste collection activities, preparation 
for reuse, recycling and recovery of dis-
carded products apply to all equipment 
whose proper operation depends on 
electric currents or magnetic fields, with 
some limited exclusions. From 15 August 
2018, the new regulatory framework 
involves all Assoclima companies, both 
those that had never been governed by 
the obligations of the WEEE provisions, 
and the companies already legally iden-
tified as Producers of EEE4 that had to 
extend the WEEE regime to the other 
products included from 15 August.

In short, what changes for ventilation 
and air-conditioning products built and 
marketed by Assoclima companies? 

As briefly summed up in table 1, up to 
14 August 2018 the air-conditioning 
products governed by WEEE are air-con-
ditioners up to 12 kW and fans with an 
absorbed electrical power equal to 125 
W (ref. Directive EU/2009/125, Directive 
EU/2010/30, Regulation EU/2012/206, 
Regulation EU/2011/626). These are 
mainly products used in private dwell-
ings for household use. From 15 August 
2018, also other ventilation and air-
conditioning products – unless expressly 
excluded from the Directive and the rel-
evant Italian implementation Decree – 
fall within the scope as EEE, i.e.: “equip-

2 http://www.governo.it/sites/governo.it/files/75158-9343.pdf
3 https://www.ewrn.org/
4 Art. 4 of It. Leg. Decree 49 of 14 March 2014
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ment dependent on electric currents or 
electromagnetic fields in order to work 
properly and equipment for the genera-
tion, transfer and measurement of such 
currents and fields and designed for use 
with a voltage rating not exceeding 1000 
V for alternating current and 1500 V for 
direct current”.

EEE governed by WEEE provisions and obligations
Up to 14 August 2018 From 14 August 2018

Only “ASSOCLIMA” products that fall 
within the categories of Annex I and II of 
Directive 19/2012 and It. Leg. Decree no. 

49/2014

• Air-conditioners up to 12 kW
• “Household” fans (plug-in fans and all 
fans that can be purchased and used by 

the final consumer)

All “ASSOCLIMA” products that can 
be regarded as EEE and that are not 
expressly excluded from the scope of 

Directive 19/2012 and It. Leg. Decree no. 
49/2014

All Assoclima products, except for the 
ones that can benefit from the envisaged 

exclusions that came into effect on 15 
August 2018

Table 1- Ventilation and air-conditioning EEE governed by WEEE provisions

WEEE instead means “electrical or elec-
tronic equipment that is waste in ac-
cordance with article 3, paragraph 1 of 
Directive 2008/98/EC, including all the 
components, sub-assemblies and con-
sumables that are an integral part of the 
product when it is eliminated”.

In the WEEE 2 FAQ document the European Commission clarifies the definition of EEE:

WEEE 2 FAQ (April 2014)

4.1 What does ‘dependent on electric currents or electromagnetic fields in order to work 
properly’ mean? 

‘Dependent on electric currents or electromagnetic fields in order to work properly’ means 
that the equipment needs electric currents or electromagnetic fields (e.g. not petrol or 
gas) to fulfil its basic function (i.e., when the electric current is off, the equipment 
cannot fulfil its basic function). If electrical energy is used only for support or con-
trol functions, this type of equipment is not covered by the Directive. Examples of 
equipment that does not need electricity to fulfil its basic function, (but only requires, for 
example, a spark to start), include petrol lawn mowers and gas stoves with electronic igni-
tion only (see also Appendix, Part 2). 
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For the purposes of the European Di-
rective and therefore of the Italian Leg. 
Decree 49/2014, the subjects potentially 
obliged to comply with WEEE regula-
tions are therefore all producers of EEE, 
including producers of:
– fans; 
– dehumidifiers; 
– portable air-conditioners; 
– split and multisplit systems; 
– VRF/VRV systems; 
– chillers; 
– rooftop systems;
– heat pumps; 
– cooling towers;
– fan coils; 
– unit heaters;
– air handling units (AHU).

However, exclusions envisaged by law 
and that apply on a case-by-case basis 
to the individual products listed above 
must be considered.

3. WEEE Obligations for EEE Producer

Producer means any natural or legal per-
son who, irrespective of the selling tech-
nique used:

• is established in a Member State and 
manufactures EEE under his own name 
or trademark, or has EEE designed or 
manufactured and markets it under his 
name or trademark within the territory 
of that Member State;

• is established in a Member State and 
resells within the territory of that Mem-
ber State, under his own name or trade-
mark, equipment produced by other 
suppliers, a reseller not being regarded 
as the ‘producer’ if the brand of the pro-
ducer appears on the equipment, as pro-
vided for in previous point;

• is established in a Member State and 
places on the market of that Member 
State, on a professional basis, EEE from 
a third country or from another Member 
State;

• sells EEE by means of distance commu-
nication directly to private households or 
to users other than private households 
in a Member State, and is established 
in another Member State or in a third 
country.

After assessing any exclusions applica-
ble to their equipment, these subjects 
are responsible for the collection and 
disposal of all electrical and electronic 
products included in the scope of WEEE 
and placed on the market starting from 
15 August 2018. 

First of all, EEE producers must:
• set up an individual system or join a 
collective system to fund the collection 
and disposal system for their EEE;

• register with the Register of Producers 
of EEE and/or update registered prod-
ucts;

• carry out the annual marketing decla-
rations on the Register.
The EEE producer must also provide users 
with adequate information regarding:

a) the obligation not to dispose of WEEE 
as unsorted municipal waste and to car-
ry out separate collection for said waste;

b) WEEE collection systems, as well as 
the option and methods of delivery to 
the WEEE distributor when purchasing a 
new EEE or free collection without any 
purchase obligation for very small WEEE;

c) the potential effects on the environ-
ment and on human health due to the 



possible presence of hazardous sub-
stances in electrical and electronic 
equipment and incorrect management 
of said equipment;

(d) the role of buyers in contributing to 
reuse, recycling and other forms of re-
covery of WEEE.

The EEE producer must provide specific 
information on preparation for reuse 
and on adequate treatment also for 
processing plants and preparation cen-
tres in order to facilitate maintenance, 
modernisation and repairs, as well as the 
preparation to reuse and treat WEEE. 
Namely, the various components and 
materials of the EEE must be specified, 
as well as the EEE point containing dan-
gerous substances and mixtures. This in-
formation can be provided in the form of 
manuals or electronic tools.

Finally, the manufac-
turer must apply the 
crossed bin symbol on 
each EEE, in compli-
ance with the provi-
sions of Annex IX of It. 
Leg. Decree no. 49/2014 – which aims 
to ensure that WEEE is not disposed 
of as unsorted municipal waste and to 
facilitate its separate collection – both 
the identification mark, not defined in a 
graphical form, but information featur-
ing at least one of the following elements:

- the name of the producer (name or 
business name) or 

- the manufacturer's logo, only if this is 
a registered trademark, or the registra-
tion number in the national Register of 
the subjects obliged to fund WEEE man-
agement systems.

Further information for producers is 
available at https://www.registroaee.it/.

As for the reference categories (Annex 
III of It. Leg. Decree no. 49/2014), air-
conditioning products, if included in the 
scope, fall under the following catego-
ries: 

• Category 1 – Temperature exchange 
equipment – e.g. air-conditioners, dehu-
midifiers, heat pumps, other temperature 
exchange equipment working with fluids 
other than water, etc. (chillers, VRF/VRV 
systems, rooftop systems, etc.);

• Category 4 – Large equipment (with at 
least an external dimension measuring 
more than 50 cm) – e.g. fans, etc. (fan 
coils, AHU, unit heaters, etc.);

• Category 5 – Small equipment (with 
no external dimension measuring more 
than 50 cm) – e.g. fans, etc. (fan coils, 
AHU, unit heaters, etc.).

With the WEEE2 FAQ document, the 
European Commission has identified 
the parameters to make a distinction 
between large and small equipment. 
Namely, FAQ 5.2 specifies that these pa-
rameters consist in tracing a cubic struc-
ture around the product that is able to 
contain it completely. By measuring the 
side, it will then be possible to place the 
appliance in category 4 or 5, depending 
on whether the side of the cube is more 
or less than 50 cm. Another interpreta-
tive document (source: EWRN) useful in 
this sense can be downloaded at the fol-
lowing link: 
https://www.ewrn.org/fileadmin/ewrn/
content/documents/170905_EWRN_
Definition_6_categories_fin.pdf.
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4. Exclusions

The open scope of the Directive and the 
Italian implementation Decree is limited 
by the exclusions already envisaged in 
the transition period and those that can 
be implemented from 15 August 2018. 
The exclusions potentially applicable to 
the Assoclima products of interest are as 
follows: 

1. Large-scale fixed installations, except 
any equipment which is not specifically 
designed and installed as part of those 
installations (ref. art. 3, par. 2, letter c) 
of It. Leg. Decree 49/2014);

2. Equipment which is specifically de-
signed and installed as part of another 
type of equipment that is excluded from 
or does not fall within the scope of this 
legislative decree, which can fulfil its 
function only if it is part of that equip-
ment (ref. art. 3, par. 1, letter b) of It. Leg. 
Decree 49/2014).   
 

4.1 Large-scale fixed installations, ex-
cept any equipment which is not spe-
cifically designed and installed as part 
of those installations

For the purposes of the Directive and the 
national WEEE decree, large-scale fixed 
installations mean: “large-size combina-
tion of several types of apparatus and, 
where applicable, other devices, which:

1) are assembled, installed and de-in-
stalled by professionals;

2) are intended to be used permanently 
as part of a building or a structure at a 
pre-defined and dedicated location;

3) can only be replaced by the same spe-
cifically designed equipment.”

On the large-scale fixed installations, 
the FAQ document of the WEEE 2 Com-
mission refers to the indications on the 
RoHS 2 FAQ:

WEEE 2 FAQ (April 2014)

What are large-scale fixed installations (LSFI) and large-scale stationary industrial tools 
(LSSIT)?

Two of the WEEE scope exclusions listed in Article 2(4) refer to combinations of EEE in a pro-
fessional context, i.e. “large-scale stationary industrial tools” (Article 2(4)(b)) and “large-
scale fixed installations” (Article 2(4)(c)). 

Both “large-scale stationary industrial tools” and “large-scale fixed installations” are defi-
ned in Article 3(1) (b) and (c) respectively. 

More information on the meaning of “large-scale” is provided in the RoHS 2 FAQ document 
(Q 3.1.)4



These Commission guidelines, among the 
large-scale fixed installations that do not 
fall within the scope, expressly mention 

RoHS2 FAQ (December 2012)

Q3.1 What are “large-scale stationary industrial tools” and “large-scale fixed installa-
tions”? (Articles 2(4)(d) and 2(4)(e)) 
[ ]

In order to benefit from either exclusion the tool or installation must meet all the respective 
requirements. As stated below, it has to be:
[ ]

(Installation) 
– a combination of several types of apparatus and, where applicable, other devices; 
– assembled, installed and de-installed by professionals;
– with the intention to be used permanently in a pre-defined and dedicated location; 
– and it has to be large-scale
– [ ]

“Large-scale” refers to dimensional or similar criteria as explained below, although this cri-
terion is not specified in the RoHS 2. It is the responsibility of the manufacturer, importer, 
or any other economic operator involved to assess whether his tool or installation benefits 
from either exclusion. Where a combination of equipment, components and sub-assem-
blies is being brought together or combined and placed on the market as a single piece of 
equipment or a manufacturing process line, then consideration could be given to applica-
tion of other directives such as the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), Low Voltage and 
Machinery Directives.
[ ]

Examples of large-scale fixed installations (benefiting from an exclusion):
[ ]

– Fixed installed cooling, air conditioning and refrigerating systems or heating systems 
designed exclusively for non-residential use. 

“Cooling, air-conditioning, refrigeration 
or heating systems exclusively designed 
for non-residential use”:

The definition of “non-residential use” for 
WEEE purposes is not clearly mentioned 
in the European Directive or in the FAQ 
of the Commission. It is assumed that 
the intention of the Commission was 
to exclude equipment or systems exclu-
sively for industrial use, therefore in the 
case of cooling systems, air conditioners 

or heating systems not intended for “hu-
man comfort”. 
Instead, as for the concept of “large 
scale”, the RoHS2 FAQ document pro-
vides an approximate and non-exhaus-
tive list of metric and qualitative criteria 
to be used for fixed installations and re-
ported in the following page: 
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RoHS2 FAQ (December 2012 -> Q3.1)

[ ]
As regards “large-scale”, this is especially relevant to tools such as stand-alone industrial 
machines placed individually on the market. “Large-scale” can be used to identify and dif-
ferentiate between tools because of their size, weight, capacity, throughput or other per-
formance related criteria. It also relates to tool or installation complexity, and to the effort 
needed for installing, operating, maintaining and de-installing a tool or an installation. 
One possible way of introducing a direct size criterion relates to transportation. If the in-
stallation exceeds the minimum requirements for one of the following criteria, it can be 
considered large-scale: 

– If, when installing or de-installing the installation, it is too large to be moved in an ISO 
20 foot container because the total sum of its parts as transported is larger than 5,71m x 
2,35m x 2,39m, it can be considered large-scale. 

– The maximum weight of many road trucks is 44 tonne. Thus if, when installing or de-
installing the installation, it is too heavy to be moved by a 44 tonne road truck, because the 
total sum of its parts as transported weighs more than the truck’s load capacity, it can be 
considered large-scale. 

– If heavy-duty cranes are needed for installation or de-installation, the installation can be 
considered large-scale. 

– An installation that does not fit within a normal industrial environment, without the en-
vironment needing structural modification, can be considered large-scale. Examples for 
modifications are modified access areas, strengthened foundations etc. 

– If an installation has a rated power greater than 375 kW, it can be considered large-
scale.

Considering that any of these parameters 
can be used to define fixed installations 
as "large-scale" items, whether they are 
ventilation and air-conditioning sys-
tems – thereby excluding them from the 
scope – the rated power, strictly higher 
than 375 kW, is the best index that can 

be easily applied to the industrial sector 
represented by Assoclima. 

In other words, it is assumed that plants 
with an electrical absorption higher than 
375 kW do not fall under the WEEE re-
gime. Based on these considerations, the 
following is assumed. 

LARGE-SCALE FIXED INSTALLATIONS 

Machines and air-conditioning systems exclusively designed for non-residential use (= 
industrial use or uses not intended for “human comfort”) or with an electrical rated power 
of more than 375 kW can be excluded from the scope of the WEEE Directive and the 
relative Italian implementation decree. 

The same exclusion applies to industrial ventilation systems or to those for civil use with 
an electrical rated power exceeding 375 kW.



4.2 Equipment which is specifically designed and installed as part of another type of 
equipment that is excluded from or does not fall within the scope of this Directive, 
which can fulfil its function only if it is part of that equipment

The Commission clarifies the principle of exclusion in the WEEE 2 FAQ document: 

WEEE 2 FAQ (April 2014)

3.14. What type of equipment falls under the exclusion in Article 2(3)(b) as ‘specifically 
designed and installed as part of another equipment…’?

If equipment is specifically produced in order to be installed as part of another type of 
equipment that is excluded from or does not fall within the scope of the Directive and can 
fulfil its function only if it is part of that equipment, such equipment is ‘specifically desig-
ned’ and falls out of the scope of the Directive (Article 2(3)(b)). In these cases “specifically 
designed” equipment means that it is tailor made since it is designed to meet the needs of 
a specific application in the equipment that it is part of.

Examples of specifically designed equipment to be installed as part of another type of 
equipment that is excluded from the scope of the Directive include:

- equipment specifically designed, dimensioned and customized to be used as part of a 
specific large-scale fixed installation (’LSFI’) (e.g. sensor equipment with a size, elec-
trical interface and mounting features designed to fit inside drill heads).

EEE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED AS A PART OF A LARGE-SCALE FIXED INSTALLATION 
OR OTHER SYSTEMS EXCLUDED OR NOT WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE WEEE DIRECTIVE

So-called tailor-made air-conditioning machines for large-scale fixed installations 
(heating plants for industrial uses, heating plants with a rated power above 375 kW, etc.) 
or other systems excluded from the scope of WEEE can, in turn, be considered as excluded 
from the scope of the Directive, provided that they are designed to carry out their function 
only if used in that specific installation. 

Basically, EEE designed to be integrated 
into specific equipment or system that 
is excluded or does not fall within the 
scope of the Directive (e.g. EEE for a 
large-scalefixed installation) can also be 

considered as excluded, as long as one 
can prove that it cannot work in other 
similar applications. The following is 
therefore assumed. 

Based on this specific indication, one can 
deduce that, on the contrary, all the EEE 
intended to be integrated or incorpo-

rated into equipment governed by WEEE 
and with their own function is included 
in the scope. 
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WEEE 2 FAQ (April 2014)

3.6. Do components fall within the scope of the Directive?

Components cover the range of items that, when assembled, enable an EEE to work pro-
perly. Components placed on the market separately in order to be used to manufacture and/
or repair an EEE fall outside the scope of the Directive unless they have an independent 
function themselves. 

However, a self-assembly kit that consists of components that form an EEE when assembled 
is an EEE at the stage when it is sold as an assembly kit.

(Example: remote controlled electric helicopter delivered as an assembly kit).

WEEE 2 FAQ (April 2014)

3.10 Do inverters fall within the scope of the Directive? 

An inverter (i.e. an electrical device that changes direct current (DC) to alternating current 
(AC), commonly used to supply AC power from DC sources such as solar panels or batteries) 
falls under the definition of EEE given in Article 3(1)(a) and thus falls within the scope of 
the Directive. 

An example of an inverter that falls within the scope of the Directive is one used in a pho-
tovoltaic installation.

However, an inverter does not fall within the scope of the Directive in the following cases:

• when it is designed and placed on the market as a component to be integrated into 
another EEE,

• when it benefits from an exclusion on the basis of Article 2: e.g. it is specifically desi-
gned and installed as part of another type of equipment that is excluded from or does not 
fall within the scope of the Directive, and the inverter can fulfil its function only if it is part 
of that equipment.

In this case the Commission itself speci-
fies in the WEEE2 FAQ document that all 
components placed on the market sepa-
rately to be used to manufacture and/or 

The document then reports the case of 
the inverter which, typically being an 
EEE, is governed by WEEE rules. However, 
it does not fall within the scope of the 

repair other EEE do not fall within the 
scope of the Directive, unless they have 
an independent function themselves:

Directive when designed and placed on 
the market as a component to be inte-
grated into another EEE and without its 
own function:
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EEE DESIGNED AS PART OF OTHER EQUIPMENT OR SYSTEMS INCLUDED IN THE SCOPE 
OF THE WEEE DIRECTIVE

The “electric and electronic subsets” of a machine or a ventilation and/or air-conditioning 
system sold to the manufacturers of the product or of the finished system for which 
they were made are excluded from the scope of the WEEE Directive and the relevant 
Italian implementation decree. These are B2B (Business to Business) products to be 
incorporated into more complex machines or plants, typically supplied with a declaration 
of incorporation, in compliance with annex IIB of the Machinery Directive, currently 
2006/42/EC. These components do not have their own independent function and the EEE 
they are intended can work properly only once they are assembled or incorporated. In 
this case, the manufacturer of the electrical and electronic component being placed on 
the national market should be able to guarantee the traceability of the product up to its 
incorporation into other equipment or another plant. This category includes, for example, 
some types of B2B fans and cooling towers.

Vice versa, the electrical and electronic components of machines or ventilation and/or 
air-conditioning systems with their own function and placed on the market through large 
retailers or other professional sales channels, but for which it is not possible to exclude 
a final use in private households – as they are potentially accessible to end consumers as 
B2C (Business to Consumer) products – are included in the scope of the Directive and the 
relevant Italian implementation decree. For example, this applies to fans with a declaration 
of conformity and CE marking sold by large retailers or DIY stores.

This approach minimises the risk of 
double or multiple funding, where one 
or more components identified and de-
clared as EEE by the manufacturer are 
subsequently incorporated into a fin-
ished EEE machine whose manufacturer, 
in turn, bears the collection and disposal 
costs. 

Please note that products that are also 
made to be incorporated into other 
products as components are typically 
supplied by OEM (Original Equipment 
Manufacturer) companies.

If the OEM company is able to make a 
clear distinction, in the amounts placed 
on the market, between products meant 
to be incorporated into other EEE and 

products that can instead be sold direct-
ly to the user, it does not need to declare 
and fund the amount introduced solely 
intended for incorporation, precisely 
because the declaration and the rela-
tive funding will be taken care of by the 
manufacturer of the equipment or the 
final plant. 

The exclusion of any amount from the 
financial reporting and funding obliga-
tion must be adequately justified by the 
manufacturer with supporting technical 
documentation, such as the declaration 
of incorporation, and commercial docu-
mentation stating the destination of the 
product, such as invoices and/or supply 
contracts. The above analysis led to the 
conclusions briefly illustrated below.
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5. Distinction between WEEE from pri-
vate households and WEEE from users 
other than private households

The ventilation and air-conditioning 
equipment and systems governed by WEEE 
regulations must be distinguished between 
WEEE from households and professional 
WEEE, as defined by the European Direc-
tive and the Italian implementation De-
cree: 

“WEEE from private households” (House-
hold WEEE): WEEE which comes from pri-
vate households and WEEE which comes 
from commercial, industrial, institutional 
and other sources which, because of its 
nature and quantity, is similar to that from 
private households. Waste from EEE likely 
to be used by both private households and 
users other than private households shall 
in any event be considered to be WEEE 
from private households;

“WEEE from users other than private house-
holds (Professional WEEE): WEEE which is 
different to that from private households 
in terms of nature and quantity, resulting 

from EEE intended for professional use.”

A criterion to make a distinction between 
household and professional use identi-
fied and applicable to air-conditioning 
systems, with the due exceptions, is the 
operating voltage, i.e. the type of mains 
connection of the equipment.

A single-phase connection, whose current 
supply voltage is 220-230 V, is typical of 
the most common household electrical 
appliances in private homes. Their power 
consumption does not usually exceed 6.6 
kW. Vice versa, the three-phase connec-
tion, whose current supply voltage is 380-
400 V, is typical of equipment for profes-
sional use and commonly granted by the 
network operator for power consumption 
levels exceeding 6.6 kW to avoid technical 
unbalance issues of on the network and 
voltage drops.

The choice of the parameter related to the 
operating voltage is one of the indications 
provided by the European Commission it-
self in the WEEE 2 FAQ document:

WEEE 2 FAQ (April 2014)

4.6. What is ‘EEE likely to be used by both private households and users other than private 
households’ (the waste of which ‘shall in any event be considered WEEE from private hou-
seholds’)? 

[ ]
Examples of electrical and electronic equipment which due to its nature should not be 
assumed to be used by private households include:
– medical devices used only in hospitals and medical centres (e.g. medical X-ray equipment);

– EEE operating at a voltage or having a power consumption or generating electricity 
outside the range available in private households (e.g. large scale photovoltaic systems de-
signed for professional use) and EEE requiring professional licenses or entry-intro-service 
authorisations to operate (e.g. base stations requiring the license of the telecommunication 
regulator).
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This criterion is applicable to tempera-
ture exchange equipment falling under 
category 1: dehumidifiers, portable air-
conditioners, split and multisplit sys-
tems, VRV/VRF systems, chillers, roof-
top systems, heat pumps. 

As for the final destination of the prod-
ucts, it may be useful to also consider the 
sales channel used. Single-phase prod-
ucts sold directly by the manufacturer to 
a private individual for use in their own 
home or products intended for distri-
bution, including those for professional 
channels but which can potentially be 
purchased by the final consumer and 
then installed in private homes (B2C), are 
to be regarded as household WEEE. 

Vice versa, single-phase products sold 
directly to companies or firms for direct 
business and/or professional use (B2B) 
can be considered as professional WEEE. 
It is instead assumed that three-phase 
EEE is meant for uses other than house-
hold ones. 

The classification criterion associated 
with the operating voltage does not ap-
ply to other equipment included in cat-
egory 4 or category 5, namely fans, fan 
coils, unit heaters and air handling 
units. Leaving out the case of the fans 
for which the inclusion and exclusion 
principle applies to the components and 
analysed above, the other products men-
tioned, although typically single-phase, 

are mainly B2B equipment, as exclusive-
ly designed for professional use and in-
tended for commercial, artisan purposes 
or industrial uses, rarely household ones. 
Therefore, professional WEEE must 
always be considered and declared. 
Namely: 

– fan coils are EEE rarely installed in sin-
gle households because they are mainly 
designed and built for air-conditioning 
systems for large residential complexes, 
accommodation facilities, hotels, shop-
ping centres, office buildings, etc. There-
fore, in terms of nature and quantity 
they cannot be put together with WEEE 
from households; 

– likewise, air-handling units are EEE 
typically inserted in centralised heat-
ing systems for commercial or industrial 
uses. They are less widely used in indi-
vidual households; 

– unit heaters are EEE designed exclu-
sively for industrial, artisan or commer-
cial applications. Their use in household 
and residential environments should be 
excluded.

In this case the manufacturer should 
always be able to prove that the equip-
ment is only meant for professional use 
through technical and project documen-
tation and/or commercial documenta-
tion certifying the final destination of 
the product (invoices and/or supply con-
tracts).
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6. Conclusions

From 15 August 2018 all products repre-
sented as part of ASSOCLIMA – as they 
are EEE products – are required to com-
ply with WEEE requirements, except for 
those that can be regarded: 

• systems exclusively designed for non-
residential use (industrial, not for human 
comfort purposes) or plants with a rated 
power exceeding 375 kW;

• "tailor-made" electrical or electronic
systems and systems designed to be in-
tegrated into large-scale fixed installa-
tions or other systems not included in 
or excluded from the scope of the WEEE 
provision. Also B2B electric and elec-
tronic components or systems designed 
to  be integrated into finished machines 

or plants governed by WEEE, provided 
that they do not have their own function 
and/or are supplied with a declaration of 
incorporation to the manufacturer of the 
finished machine or plant.

Single-phase B2C or dual-use products 
are household WEEE, while the main-
ly B2B single-phase products which 
are very unlikely to be used in private 
households are professional WEEE. All 
three-phase products are professional 
WEEE. 

Here below is the decision-making 
scheme to exclude or include a produce 
with the relative distinction between 
household WEEE and professional WEEE 
applicable to Assoclima products of in-
terest.

Decision-making exclusion or inclusion scheme

AEE ? 
si 

Componente (o macchina) B2B privo di 
funzione indipendente e/o fornito con 
Dichiarazione di Incorporazione  per  
impianto soggetto a regime RAEE ? 

si 
Out of scope 

no 

Ventilatori, 
deumidificatori, 

condizionatori d’aria 
portatili, sistemi 
split e multisplit, 
sistemi VRF/VRV, 
chiller, roof top, 
pompe di calore,  
ventilconvettori, 

UTA, torri di 
raffreddamento, 

aerotermi 
Uso esclusivamente industriale oppure di potenza 

nominale oltre i 375 kW oppure tailor made (fatte su 
commessa) per installazione fissa di grande dimensione o 

per altri impianti esclusi dal campo di applicazione RAEE ? 

no 

RAEE 
In Scope 

si 
Out of scope 

Monofase 
B2C (or dual 
use) 

Trifase  
oppure 
Monofase B2B 
(professional 
use) 

Domestico 

Professionale 

Fans, dehumidi-
fiers, portable 

air-conditioners, 
split and multisplit 
systems, VRV/VRF 
systems, chillers, 
rooftop systems, 
heat pumps, fan 

coils, AHU, cooling 
towers, unit heaters

Component (or machine) B2B without 
independent function and/or supplied 
with Declaration of Incorporation for 

system subject to WEEE regime ?

Exclusively industrial use or rated power exceeding 
375 kW or tailor made for large-scale fixed installa-
tion or for other system not covered by the scope of 

WEEE ?

WEEE In 
Scope

EEE ?

Household

Professional

yes

yes

no

yes

Single-pha-
se B2C (or 
dual use)

Three-
phase or 
Single-phase 
B2B (profes-
sional use)
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ANNEX 1 - “OPEN SCOPE” 

ITALY - WEEE Directive and Open Scope

out of scope
in scope

WEEE from private 
households

WEEE from other than 
private households

CAT. 1 - 
Temperature 

exchange 
equipment

Dehumidifier Not Yes Not

Movable room           
air-conditioning 

equipment
Not Yes Not

Split e Multisplit, 
also HP

Not 

Yes,                        
if it has a single phase 

voltage(220-230) 
V) - typical of private
households - and it’s a 

B2C* product (or dual use)

Yes,    
if it has a three-phase 
voltage (380-400 V) – 

typical of the professional 
equipment and 

centralized systems.
In any case, it’s 

exclusively a B2B ** 
product

VRF/VRV, 
also HP

Not 

Chiller, 
also HP

Yes,    
- when it can be considered 

Large-Scale Fixed Installation 
*** (LSFI) that is “fixed installed 

cooling, air conditioning 
and refrigerating systems or 
heating systems designed 

exclusively for non-residential 
use” (not for human comfort),                                                                                                  
- when it has a rated power 

greater than 375 kW, or                                                                                             
- when  it is specifically designed 
**** dimensioned and customized 

to be used as part of a specific LSFI 
and can fulfil its function only if it 

is part of that LSFI

Rooftop, 
also HP
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ANNEX 1 - “OPEN SCOPE”

ITALY - WEEE Directive and Open Scope

out of scope
in scope

WEEE from private 
households

WEEE from other than 
private households

CAT. 4 - Large 
equipment (any 

external dimension 
more than 50cm)

or                          

CAT. 5 - Small 
equipment  (no 

external dimension 
more than 50cm)

Cooling Tower

Yes, always                                                     
It’s designed and placed on the 
market as a B2B product to be 
integrated into another EEE -> 
Declaration of incorporation.                                                                        

In other cases it can be specifically 
designed, dimensioned and 

customized to be used as part of 
a specific LSFI and can fulfil its 
function only if it is part of that 
LSFI or also it can be a LSFI itself 

that is “fixed installed cooling 
or refrigerating system designed 
exclusively for non-residential 

use” (not for human comfort -> 
industrial plant) or

it can have a rated power greater 
than 375 kW

Not Not

Fan

Yes,     
- when it is designed and placed on 
the market as a B2B component to 
be integrated into another EEE - > 
Declaration of incorporation, or                                                                                                                                  
- when it is specifically designed, 

dimensioned and customized to be 
used as part of a specific LSFI or 

of another type of equipment that 
is excluded from or does not fall 
within the scope of the Directive 

and can fulfil its function only if it 
is part of that LSFI    

- when it can be considered LSFI 
(it’s for example a rated power 

greater than 375 kW)                                                 

Yes,
if it’s a B2C product, 
plug-in and provided 

with EU Declaration of 
Conformity (LV)

Yes,              
if it’s a B2B product 

provided with EU 
Declaration of Conformity 

(LV)

Fan-coils
Yes,           

- when it can be considered 
LSFI that is "fixed installed 

cooling, air conditioning and 
refrigerating systems or heating 

systems designed exclusively 
for non-residential use" (not for 
human comfort), or also with a 

rated power greater than 375 kW                                                                                                 
- when  it is specifically designed, 
dimensioned and customized to be 
used as part of a specific LSFI and 
can fulfil its function only if it is 

part of that LSFI

Not

Yes       
These products are 

typically designed for 
professional use and they 

are EEE never or very 
rarely installed in private 

households

Unit Heaters 

Air Handling Units
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ASSOCLIMA is the Association of Manufacturers of Heating, Cooling and Ventilation 
Systems part of ANIMA. Established in 1964 as Co.Aer (Aeraulic equipment manufacturers 
association), it represents an industrial sector with more than 60 member companies, about 
7200 employees and an overall turnover of 1.645m euros, with exports accounting for 64%.
ASSOCLIMA's key objective is to contribute to improving the effectiveness and efficiency of 
air-conditioning systems, pursuing both the well-being of people and environmental 
protection.

ASSOCLIMA brings together various product groups: heat pumps, air-conditioning 
equipment and terminal devices, cooling towers, fans, air distribution and diffusion compo-
nents, air filters, heat exchangers.




